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Abstract. Cloud providers now offer resources as combinations of CPU fre-
quencies and prices, with faster resources (which operate at higher frequencies)
charged at a higher monetary cost. With the emergence of this new pricing scheme,
the problem of choosing cost-efficient configurations is becoming even more
challenging for users. The frequencies required to achieve cost-efficient config-
urations may vary in different scenarios, depending on both the provider’s pric-
ing model and the application characteristics. In this paper, two cost-aware al-
gorithms that select low-cost CPU frequencies for each resource to complete a
scientific workflow application within a deadline and at a minimum cost are pre-
sented. The proposed approaches are evaluated and compared through simulation
using different pricing models that charge resource provisioning also based on
the CPU frequency.

1 Introduction

Cloud providers now offer users a large number of configurations, charging CPU pro-
visioning based on the selected frequency of each resource. For example, ElasticHosts
[7] and CloudSigma [6] offer users the flexibility of choosing the computing capacity
from a wide range of options with more powerful and faster resources (which operate
at higher frequencies) costing more. In their pricing model, even 1MHz of CPU fre-
quency more may still incur a small but still higher monetary cost. As users can choose
between configurations with different cost and execution time performance, a challenge
that arises is selecting the CPU frequency per resource so that cost-efficient configura-
tions that meet the user’s application needs are achieved.

Although providers may charge a lower price for the provisioning of resources that
operate at a lower frequency, the reduction in frequency may adversely affect the overall
cost incurred by the user. This is because frequency reduction may impact application
performance in different ways, depending on the application characteristics. For exam-
ple, CPU-bound applications that are more sensitive to the allocated frequency show
significantly poorer performance when executed at lower frequencies. As a result, a
CPU-intensive application may need to run on fast resources to meet a specified dead-
line or incur a lower cost, as execution time may be greatly affected when a lower
frequency is used. In other scenarios, running the resources at a lower speed sometimes
with a slightly longer execution time, may be more cost-efficient, motivating users to
choose configurations with lower speed performance. This problem may be more pro-
found in applications such as scientific workflows [26], which consist of collections
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of tasks with a different behaviour (some of them may be CPU-bound, some of them
may be I/O-bound). The execution schedule of such applications may also include gaps
(idle time) as a result of task dependencies that need to be satisfied. This gives further
scope to take advantage of such gaps by choosing and provisioning CPU resources at
different frequencies that minimize the cost, yet achieve a reasonable makespan within
a deadline.

Assuming that users are interested in completing a workflow within a specified
deadline, this paper contributes two algorithms that can be used to obtain cost-efficient
resource provisioning for scientific workflows by choosing appropriate CPU frequen-
cies. Cost-efficient provisioning is understood as provisioning that results in a low over-
all cost for the user. Typically a low overall cost is not achieved by choosing either high-
frequency resources alone or low-frequency resources alone. Instead, cost-efficient pro-
visioning is typically achieved by a combination of resources in between high and low
frequencies. The two algorithms start with an initial allocation where all CPU resources
are chosen at either high-frequency or low-frequency. The algorithm starting with high-
est frequencies (Cost-based Stepwise Frequency Selection from Maximum Frequency,
CSFS-Max) is iteratively trying to reduce CPU frequencies for as long as the cost is
minimized and prioritizing the biggest cost savings at the time (building on an idea sug-
gested in an earlier poster in [19]). Conversely, the algorithm starting with lowest fre-
quencies (Cost-based Stepwise Frequency Selection from Minimum Frequency, CSFS-
Min) is iteratively trying to increase CPU frequencies by prioritizing the best makespan
savings subject to an overall cost saving. The two algorithms are comprehensively eval-
uated using three different scientific workflow applications and three different pricing
models for CPU frequency. These pricing models include a linear, a sublinear, and a
superlinear pricing model, which capture three different ways of varying the price of
resources based on CPU frequency. By appropriately choosing CPU frequencies, the
two proposed algorithms achieve cost savings that allow users to meet their deadlines
at a low cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is described in Section
2. The model and assumptions made follow in Section 3. The algorithms developed are
presented in Section 4. Finally, the evaluation and results are explained in Section 5,
while Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Existing work on task scheduling and resource provisioning addresses various optimiza-
tion goals in different computing systems such as grids [1, 9, 20, 22] and clouds [3, 11,
17]. Execution time and cost optimization is the focus in many studies [14, 25, 27]. The
Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) algorithm in [27] is a well known heuris-
tic that deals with workflow scheduling on heterogeneous systems. HEFT schedules
each task by selecting the slot with the earliest finish time from a number of available
resources, also taking into account communication costs. In [14], HEFT is extended
by introducing a cost-conscious factor to select slots with a balance between execu-
tion time and cost. In that way, cost-efficient schedules with an acceptable penalty on
execution time are developed. The work in [25] considers different combinations of
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Virtual Machine (VM) capacities and prices to reduce the monetary cost, while achiev-
ing good performance in terms of makespan. Their algorithm initially allocates tasks to
the cheapest VMs and then reassigns non-critical tasks (tasks that are not in the critical
path) to less expensive VMs stretching their execution time without impacting overall
makespan.

A lot of work focuses on workflows with deadline constraints [2, 3, 11, 18, 28]. The
work in [3] tries to determine the minimum resource capacity required to minimize
the workflow cost within a deadline constraint to achieve elastic resource provisioning.
This is done by dividing the execution of the workflow into time intervals, set equal
to the time unit used in the pricing, and estimating the resource capacity required at
each period. The algorithm in [28] schedules tasks to the cloud resources using Particle
Swarm Optimization so that both execution time and cost are minimized. The algorithm
also considers a budget constraint for the workflow. Similarly, in [18], a scalable envi-
ronment to the user is provided by choosing proper VM instance types to dynamically
schedule and execute the jobs within the deadline while reducing the cost.

In contrast to all related work, the two algorithms presented in this paper determine
CPU frequencies of the resources to be provisioned in order to lead to cost-efficient
execution within a specified deadline, taking also into account different pricing models
to charge for the use of such CPU frequencies.

3 Problem Description and Assumptions

In the problem considered, the user submits a workflow for execution to be completed
within a specified deadline on a number of available resources. The aim is to determine
the CPU frequencies of the resources in order to achieve cost-efficient configurations.
Each resource is provisioned from the time the workflow execution starts until the whole
workflow finishes. CPU capacity is charged according to the CPU frequency selected
for each resource, while the cost of other characteristics, such as disk and storage, is
considered to be fixed, as this paper investigates only issues related to the selection of
CPU frequencies.

Application Model The paper considers scientific workflows modelled as a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) assuming that information on task runtimes, when resources op-
erate at maximum CPU frequency, and data transfer times is provided. Task runtimes,
when running at a frequency lower than the maximum, can be estimated based on the
task’s CPU-boundedness [10, 8]. Hence, the runtime of a task t at a frequency f is given
by:

runtimet f = (β · ( fmax

f
−1)+1) · runtimet fmax

, (1)

where runtimet fmax
is the task runtime when running at maximum frequency, fmax and

the parameter β captures the impact of the CPU frequency on job runtime, ranging
between 0 and 1 for jobs with low or high CPU activity, respectively [8].

Cloud Resources Model Homogeneous resources which can work on different CPU
frequencies, regularly distributed between a minimum and maximum frequency, fmin
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and fmax respectively, with step f reqStep are assumed. Each resource is charged for the
time provisioned according to the allocated frequency with each workflow task having
exclusive control on the resource slot where it runs. The curve of the pricing model
may be tuned according to the provider’s needs and goals [24]. For example, the cost
of resources may increase superlinearly for more capable (faster) resources [23], or it
may increase sublinearly with the performance level as in [23, 24]. Similarly, in [14]
the price increases exponentially with the speed of the VMs.

Hence, three different pricing models are investigated in this paper: linear, sublinear
and superlinear; these are shown in Fig. 1.

In the case of the linear model, when the frequency is reduced, the price of provi-
sioning a resource decreases at the same rate for each pair of successive frequencies.
In the case of the superlinear model, the reduction in price is significant while the fre-
quencies are still high, but gets smaller while approaching low frequencies. In contrast
to superlinear pricing, when using a sublinear model the increase in price is signifi-
cant while moving from low to higher frequencies and reduces while approaching high
frequencies.

To compute the price charged for each frequency three different functions are used,
one for each different pricing model. For linear pricing, the per unit of time cost, C fr ,
of resource r operating at frequency fr is computed by

C fr =Cmin +Cdi f ∗ (
fr− fmin

fmin
), (2)

where Cmin is the price of the resource operating at minimum frequency, fmin, and Cdi f is
a coefficient used to generate the charge at each frequency. The per unit of time resource
cost under superlinear pricing is given by:

C fr =Cmin +Cdi f ∗ ((1+
fr− fmin

fmin
)∗ log(1+

fr− fmin

fmin
)), (3)
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Fig. 1: Pricing models used.
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Fig. 3: Cost for different combinations of
CPU frequencies (3 resources).

while the cost under sublinear pricing is computed as:

C fr =Cmin +Cdi f ∗ log(1+
fr− fmin

fmin
). (4)

The overall cost required to run the workflow is computed by Eq. 5:

userCost = ∑
∀r∈plan

Costr, (5)

where Costr =C fr ·makespanplan is the cost of running each resource r in the schedule
(plan) at its assigned frequency fr for the whole scheduling period, makespanplan.

Motivation Using the lowest possible frequencies to run a workflow within the speci-
fied deadline may not always lead to cost savings, as application performance degrada-
tion may be significant. This observation is an important aspect to help appreciate the
contribution of the paper. To illustrate this, Fig. 2 shows the cost to execute the LIGO
workflow [15] with 50 tasks on 4 resources. All resources run at the same CPU fre-
quency but five different CPU frequencies are considered from low to high; the price
charged for each resource changes linearly with the reduction in frequency. It can be
seen that while moving from high to low frequencies the cost decreases until 2GHz is
reached but then it increases as it approaches the lowest frequency (1GHz). This sug-
gests that although the overall workflow execution time increases when moving from
high to low frequencies, there is a point until which the cost can be minimized due to a
more efficient resource utilization.

We also investigated the performance of the same workflow in terms of execution
time (makespan) and cost for all the possible combinations of CPU frequencies in the
range of 1-3GHz with a step of 0.5GHz. Fig. 3 shows the results when the workflow
runs using 3 resources. The label shows the mean frequency for the three resources
used in each run. Varying CPU frequencies results in different execution time and cost,
even if the mean CPU frequency is still the same. For example, for a mean frequency of
2.17GHz, the best cost (£0.192) and makespan (4869.7sec) is achieved with resources
running at 2.5GHz, 2GHz and 2GHz. At the same time, resources running at 2.5GHz,
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2.5GHz, and 1.5GHz (same mean frequency) result in a cost of £0.209 and makespan
of 5308.9 sec.

The two figures above suggest that different trade-offs between cost and execution
time exist. In some sense, this work attempts to explore feasible nearby solutions of a
Pareto frontier starting from an extreme point, e.g. maximum or minimum frequency, in
order to achieve locally optimal solutions based on the application characteristics and
the pricing model of the provider.

4 Algorithm Description

In this section two cost-aware algorithms to determine the frequencies per resource to be
provisioned to execute a workflow at a minimum cost within a deadline are described.
The algorithms can work for different pricing models with the per unit of time cost
decreasing when a lower CPU frequency is used. The output of the two algorithms is
an execution plan (or simply plan) that schedules tasks onto resources and determines
an appropriate frequency for each resource.

Cost-based Stepwise Frequency Selection from Maximum Frequency (CSFS-Max). Ini-
tially, a schedule (plan) of the workflow tasks onto a number of resources is built, as-
suming that the resources operate at maximum frequency. This initial schedule is built
using HEFT [27]. It is noted that the use of HEFT to build an initial schedule is not an

Algorithm 1 Cost-based Stepwise Frequency Selection from Maximum Frequency.
Require: w: workflow, curPlan: HEFT plan at maximum frequency, deadline: user deadline
1: procedure FREQUENCYSELECTIONMAX(w, curPlan)
2: while f req > fmin do . Starting with f req = fmax
3: currentCost : cost of curPlan . Eq. 5 for all resources and time
4: f req−= f reqStep . next available lower frequency
5: newPlan = curPlan
6: candResources = ∀r ∈ newPlan . candidate resources
7: while candResources not empty do
8: for ∀r ∈ newPlan do
9: Compute costSavingsr . 0 when deadline is exceeded

10: end for
11: candResources = ∀r ∈ newPlan: costSavingsr > 0
12: Remove r ∈ candResources with largest costSavingsr

Update task runtimes for each task t ∈ r using Eq. 1
Update start and finish times for each task t ∈ w in the plan (newPlan)

13: end while
14: newCost : cost of newPlan
15: if newCost >= currentCost then Reject newPlan and break
16: end if
17: Accept plan (curPlan = newPlan)
18: end while
19: end procedure
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intrinsic requirement of the proposed algorithm. In fact, such an initial schedule can be
built by any DAG scheduling algorithm such as HBMCT [21] or any of the heuristics
compared in [4].

The algorithm (shown in Alg. 1) iteratively lowers the frequencies of the resources
following the range of the available frequencies to determine in each step whether cost
savings can be achieved for each resource by provisioning a lower frequency. At the
end of each iteration (for each available frequency) the impact on overall workflow cost
from using the lower selected frequencies than the currently assigned frequencies to the
resources is assessed to determine if the new plan will be accepted (lines 15-17).

To do so, in each iteration the next available frequency, f req, is used to lower the
frequency of each resource when the cost for the resource decreases with the reduction
in frequency, prioritizing resources with higher cost savings. The detailed steps repeated
for each iteration (available frequency) are the following: The cost savings of each
resource r from the transition to a lower frequency f are computed as:

costSavingsr = curCost fr −newCost f , (6)

where curCost fr is the cost of running the resource at its currently assigned frequency,
fr, and newCost f is the cost of the resource at the resulted schedule where a lower
frequency f ∈ [ f req, fr) which allows the workflow execution within the deadline is
used. Note that only resources where the reduction in frequency leads to cost savings
without exceeding the deadline are considered to be candidate resources to adjust their
frequency (line 11). Starting with the most cost-efficient resource (line 12), the runtime
of each task assigned to this resource is updated for the new selected frequency, f ,
and the slots of all the workflow tasks are adjusted to build a new plan. The same
procedure (lines 8-12) is repeated until there is no other candidate resource to adjust
its configuration based on the current available frequency f req. After each iteration
(when there are no other candidate resources) the cost of the new plan is computed to
determine if reducing the frequency further also leads to overall cost savings. When
the overall cost is reduced the algorithm continues to the next iteration, repeating the
same procedure until either the minimum frequency is reached or no cost savings are
achieved for any resource by lowering the frequency further. When the overall cost does
not decrease, the new plan is rejected and the algorithm terminates.

Cost-based Stepwise Frequency Selection from Minimum Frequency (CSFS-Min). Same
as with CSFS-Max, the CSFS-Min algorithm (Alg. 2) also works in two phases to ini-
tially produce a schedule of the workflow tasks onto the resources and then determine
the frequencies to be used per resource. The algorithm initially maps the workflow
tasks onto the resources using HEFT again, but, in contrast to CSFS-Max, assuming
that resources operate at minimum frequency. Then, the algorithm iteratively increases
the frequencies of the resources following the range of the available frequencies for as
long as the deadline is not met or cost savings are achieved. The idea of the algorithm
is that as resources operating at lower frequencies are charged less, using lower fre-
quencies may lead to less expensive configurations. However, using the lowest possible
frequency may not always be cost-efficient due to the impact of frequency reduction on
execution time. Thus, gradually higher frequencies are used in an attempt to reduce the
overall workflow cost.
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Algorithm 2 Cost-based Stepwise Frequency Selection from Minimum Frequency.
Require: w: workflow, curPlan: HEFT plan at minimum frequency, deadline: user deadline
1: procedure FREQUENCYSELECTIONMIN(w, curPlan)
2: while f req < fmax do . Starting with f req = fmin
3: currentCost, currentMakespan: overall cost, makespan of curPlan
4: f req+= f reqStep . next avail. frequency
5: newPlan = curPlan
6: candResources : ∀r ∈ newPlan . candidate resources
7: while candResources not empty do
8: for r ∈ newPlan do
9: Compute makespanSavingsr

10: end for
11: candResources : ∀r ∈ newPlan:makespanSavingsr > 0
12: Remove r ∈ candResources with largest makespanSavingsr

Update task runtimes for each task t ∈ r for the new frequency
Update start and finish times for each task t ∈ w in the plan (newPlan)

13: end while
14: newCost, newMakespan: overall cost and makespan of newPlan
15: if newCost >= currentCost && currentMakespan < deadline then

Reject newPlan and break
16: end if . deadline already met in curplan, cost increases in newplan
17: Accept plan (curPlan = newPlan)
18: end while
19: if newMakespan > deadline then curPlan =generate HEFT plan at fmax
20: end if
21: end procedure

The algorithm tries the next higher available frequency in each iteration as long as
the deadline is not met or the overall workflow cost is reduced. Thus, a higher frequency
is assigned to each resource when the provisioning time for the resource (which is
equal to the workflow makespan), is reduced. The makespan savings of each resource
(the decrease in makespan when assigning the higher frequency to the resource) are
computed as:

makespanSavingsr = makespanCur−makespanNew, (7)

where makespanCur is the makespan resulting from operating the resource at the cur-
rently assigned frequency and makespanNew the makespan achieved by increasing the
frequency to the higher possible frequency in the current iteration. Starting from the
resource with the highest makespan savings, the runtimes of its assigned tasks are up-
dated for the higher selected frequency f and the slots of all the workflow tasks in
the new plan are adjusted. The same procedure (lines 9-12) to find the next candidate
resource and increase its assigned frequency is repeated until there is no other candi-
date resource to adjust its configuration based on the current available frequency f req.
Candidate resources (line 11) include only those for which the increase in frequency
results in a smaller makespan (makespanSavingsr). This is because when no reduction
in makespan is achieved, lower frequencies which are charged less are preferred. At the
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end of each iteration, the makespan and cost of the new plan are computed to determine
if increasing the frequency further is possible. If the new plan exceeds the deadline or it
results in no cost savings then it is rejected and the algorithm terminates (lines 15-18).
In some cases with strict deadlines the algorithm may not generate a plan that allows
the workflow to be completed within the deadline, as the initial conditions start with
a plan that exceeds the deadline; this may require successive frequency adjustments to
make the schedule meet the deadline. If the algorithm does not succeed, it reverts to
computing a schedule at maximum frequency using HEFT (lines 19-20).

5 Experimental Evaluation and Results

In this section the performance of the two proposed algorithms is evaluated and com-
pared using three different pricing models and three workflows with the system and
application characteristics described below.

Methodology The simulator in [5], originally developed in [17], was used to imple-
ment and evaluate the two proposed cost-aware algorithms. Resources that operate at a
range of frequencies between a minimum and maximum frequency, fmin=1000MHz and
fmax=3000MHz, with a frequency step ( fstep) of 100MHz are assumed. Each resource
corresponds to one-core VM while task runtimes when using maximum frequency are
considered to be known. In order to compute the price charged for the provisioning of
each resource, the parameters Cmin and Cdi f for each pricing model – the linear, super-
linear and sublinear pricing models of Eq. 2, 3 and 4, respectively – are the following:

Cmin = £9.24∗10−6, £9.24∗10−6, £2.78∗10−6,
Cdi f = £3.33∗10−6, £4.44∗10−6, £1.2∗10−5.
The values were chosen to approximate roughly the monthly charges of ElasticHosts

for the provisioning of VMs, assuming time units in seconds. A network of 1Gbps
was assumed to compute the communication costs between tasks assigned to different
resources.

Synthetic data of three real scientific workflows, namely LIGO [15], SIPHT [16]
and Montage [13], were used by the workflow generator in [29] to generate a workflow
of 1000 tasks for each application and investigate the performance of the algorithms for
applications with different characteristics. LIGO, a scientific workflow for the detection
of gravitational waves in the universe, can be characterized as a data-intensive applica-
tion with many CPU-intensive parallel jobs processing large amounts of data. SIPHT,
a workflow that searches for sRNA encoding genes for bacterial replicons mainly con-
sists of CPU-intensive jobs with low I/O utilization and can be characterized as a CPU-
intensive application. Montage, a workflow that generates image mosaics of the sky, can
be characterized as I/O intensive with low CPU utilization for most jobs. The average
CPU utilization of the jobs was computed for each application based on the workflow
profiling data in [12] and was used to compute the slowdown from the reduction in fre-
quency for each application setting the parameter β (see Eq. 1) equal to 0.4 and 0.8 and
0.36 for LIGO, SIPHT and Montage respectively.
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Results In the evaluation, HEFT [27] was used as a baseline algorithm to generate
schedules with CPU resources running at maximum frequency, which are compared
with the performance of our two algorithms. In order to assess the performance of
the algorithms with reasonable deadlines that would allow to stretch the execution
of the workflow tasks using low CPU frequencies, the user deadline was set equal to
1.05 ∗M fmin (where M fmin is the makespan obtained by HEFT when all resources op-
erate at minimum CPU frequency). This allows the evaluation of the two algorithms
with a wide range of different CPU frequencies as opposed to what would be the case
if strict deadlines were chosen where mostly high CPU frequencies would be feasible.
The results obtained are presented in Fig. 4-12, and include plots for each pricing model
(linear, superlinear and sublinear model) and workflow used (LIGO, SIPHT and Mon-
tage). The performance of the algorithms is compared in terms of the cost (given in £)
and time (given in secs) required for the workflow execution. The plots of the workflow
makespan also show the deadline used in each scenario on top of the HEFT bar. The
number of provisioned resources ranged between 5 to 35, as shown on the x-axis in the
results, to create scenarios with a varied resource utilization.

With linear pricing, where the provisioning cost of each resource changes at the
same rate between each pair of subsequent frequencies, when using LIGO and Montage,
CSFS-Max and CSFS-Min achieve similar performance in terms of execution time and
user cost (Fig. 4 and 6). However, in the case of the CPU-intensive SIPHT (Fig. 5),
overall high frequencies are more cost-efficient, as the penalty in workflow execution
time is significant when using lower frequencies exceeding the reduction in price. More
specifically, CSFS-Max achieves performance similar to HEFT in terms of cost and
execution time as using high frequencies is more cost-efficient, while CSFS-Min leads
to increased execution time resulting in higher cost, due to the different assignment of
the tasks to the resources and the lower frequencies used.

With superlinear pricing (Fig. 7-9), price reduction from high-frequencies to sub-
sequently lower frequencies is significant and gets smaller while moving to lower fre-
quencies. This means that CSFS-Max will iterate and reach low frequencies where the
cost savings exceed the penalty on execution time. Also, CSFS-Min increases the fre-
quency of a resource when the reduction in execution time exceeds the increase in price.
As overall cost does not decrease while approaching high frequencies, low frequencies
are chosen. As a result, both algorithms achieve similar performance for all three work-
flows, stretching the workflow execution time compared with the baseline HEFT algo-
rithm to achieve cost-efficient configurations. Still, the benefits are less profound with
SIPHT, which is CPU-intensive.

Finally, with sublinear pricing (Fig. 10-12) scaling the frequencies iteratively start-
ing from maximum frequency may lead to more expensive configurations, such as the
case of SIPHT. This is because the provisioning cost of each resource does not decrease
greatly with a small reduction in frequency while the frequencies are high. As a result,
CSFS-Max fails to reach lower frequencies where the cost savings become significant
exceeding the penalty in execution time.

Overall, the results show that both algorithms may explore cost-efficient frequencies
in most scenarios of different pricing and workflow characteristics. As their initial con-
ditions and iterative procedure differ, the two algorithms complement each other. Start-
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Fig. 4: LIGO of 1000 tasks under linear pricing.
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Fig. 5: SIPHT of 1000 tasks under linear pricing.
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Fig. 7: LIGO of 1000 tasks under superlinear pricing.
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Fig. 9: MONTAGE of 1000 tasks under superlinear pricing.
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Fig. 10: LIGO of 1000 tasks under sublinear pricing.
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Fig. 11: SIPHT of 1000 tasks under sublinear pricing.
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Fig. 12: MONTAGE of 1000 tasks under sublinear pricing.
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ing from maximum frequency ensures that execution time is stretched only if makespan
increases lead to satisfactory cost savings. On the other hand, starting from minimum
frequency may lead to difficulties to reduce execution time and obtain sufficient cost
savings. This is visible with SIPHT, a CPU-intensive application, where high frequen-
cies are more suitable to use to achieve a low cost for linear or superlinear pricing.
However, starting from the minimum frequency appears to be more suitable for scenar-
ios under sublinear pricing where low frequencies may be preferred. Sublinear pricing
is the case where the two algorithms result in the most significant cost savings.

6 Conclusion

This work considered the problem of cost-aware resource provisioning for the execu-
tion of deadline-constrained scientific workflows, proposing algorithms that select a
separate CPU frequency for each provisioned resource to reduce the overall user cost.
The evaluation of the algorithms suggests that the algorithms can be beneficial under
different circumstances, particularly in the case of a sublinear pricing model. Also, the
workflows that appear to benefit more are data-intensive workflows as execution time is
affected less when using lower CPU frequencies. Future work could try to develop and
assess different algorithms (not necessarily iterative) to solve the problem. One issue to
investigate could be how to combine the strengths of both proposed algorithms in or-
der to decide what a good initial schedule is. Finally, the performance of the proposed
algorithms could be evaluated through real experiments.
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